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 embacyIntro About us

Hello, we are Embacy
We're a Moscow-based team of 20 delivering great work 
for digital companies and startups from Melbourne, Dubai, 
Tel-Aviv, Abuja, Sidney, London, Bahrain, Edinburgh, New 
York, San-Francisco and many more.

We believe that perfection 
is overrated and often disappoints. 
That’s why we make a good design 
with business goals in mind.

“

Co-founder and 
Business Development

Anton

We make just two things: corporate 
identity and website for IT&Digital 
because we believe that mastery 
comes from focus and persistence.

“

CEO and co-founder

Vadim
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Intro Achievements

We made more than 
70 projects since 2019

We have worked with 
clients from more than 
10 countries. 

Honorable mentions 
on Awwwards.

Projects featured 
on Behance.

10 12 6
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 embacyIntro Testimonials

What clients say

The guys at Embacy are seriously fast 
and e#cient. The hardest part of our 
project was to keep up with their pace.

“

Product Manager  
Potok Digital

Anastasia Koroleva

You’re awesome!  
Embacy — much love!“
HR Manager  
Yandex

Elvira Sayarova

We have some confusing products 
and Embacy is the only team who 
succeeded in explaining them.

“

COO 
Bankex

Dmitriy Dolgov

I do not know how you 
did it. It scares me a bit.“
Head of Employee Service 
Skyeng Team

Jane Gerasimovich
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 embacyIntro Testimonials

Verified reviews 
on Clutch

Their speed and their deep 
research into the topic 
and the industry stood out.

“

Head of Growth,  
VCV.ME

Alex Levitsky

We had a vision and we all worked 
together to define it. It's really how 
it should be when you collaborate.

“

Co-founder,  
Think32

Renee Phillips

Embacy is top 8 Russian design 
agency on Clutch.

! More verified reviews.

5.0 (10 reviews)

https://clutch.co/press-releases/announces-top-b2b-providers-russia
https://clutch.co/profile/embacy
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 embacyIntro Process

Process
5 things you need to know working 
with us:

1. We are extremely fast and open. You 
have an access to Figma from Day 1. 

2. We work in 5 day sprints, meaning that 
work would be delivered just in time. 

3. Transparent is pricing — 3k$ per sprint. 
You start from 2 sprints. 

4. We go custom. All illustrations, 
animations, 3D and graphics are done 
in house. 

5. We take care of your content. We 
know how to tell about complex things 
in simple words.

Figma and Notion to see the creative 
process from the inside.!

https://www.figma.com/file/JvbId4bZHM7GO2K1oTSBhd/Bankex.-Tokenization?node-id=311:2
https://www.notion.so/BANKEX-Securitization-bc8e14ee53b043219be5fc2b8bf2c130
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 embacyIntro Process

What’s a sprint?
It is a seamless Monday to Monday process where we work on a project and make 
decisions on a daily call with projects manager. Also you have a dedicated design team 
thus designers do not multitask. It is a very transparent process and you have total control 
on every stage of the projects.

Sprint 1 Sprint 2 Sprint 3 Sprint 4

! Actual Figma of Bankex project.

Analyse the task, market 
and competitors. Running 
interviews with stakeholders 
and clients.

O#er 3 concepts for you 
to select the one you. After that 
we chose from 3 styles and 
translate it on the main page.

Design satellite pages, 
send you a pre-final site, 
work with feedback & 
revisions.

Polish, add some slick 
animations and develop 
it on Webflow.

This is how a 4 sprint project looks like:

https://www.figma.com/file/JvbId4bZHM7GO2K1oTSBhd/Bankex.-Tokenization?node-id=311:2
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 embacyIntro Process

We build websites 
only on Webflow
Here is why:

1. Custom. Websites look like as if we 
had a front end team. 

2. After E#ects integration = weightless 
animations. 

3. Mobile friendly with an average 
Google Page Speed of 90+. 

4. Fast workflow that keeps up with our 
process.

! Embacy’s Webflow profile

https://webflow.com/embacy
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 embacyWork Project Industries

Fintech HR tech

IT&Digital Cool Stu!

Click any button to navigate



Fintech Selected projects

Fintech
It is very important for a fintech 
company to stand out in 2020. What’s 
more important is to tell about the 
product in simple words so the prospect 
understands the benefits of it in less than 
30 seconds. Since 2019 we’ve made 16 
fintech projects and we know exactly 
what we are talking about.
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 embacyFintech Vauban

Vauban
Vauban is a wealth container platform that 
allows users to launch funds and SPV’s. 
We developed a new logo, corporate 
identity and redesigned a website.

Tasks
Logo DevelopmentCorporate Identity

Website Redesign
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 embacyFintech Vauban Logotype
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 embacyFintech Vauban Guidelines
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 embacyFintech Vauban Webdesign
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 embacyFintech Bankex

Bankex
Bankex is an ultimate fintech/crypto 
platform that o#ers over 50 money-
making tools for businesses. We designed 
a website and identity for them.

Tasks
CopywritingBranding Website design
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 embacyFintech Bankex Layouts
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 embacyFintech Seampay

Seampay
Seampay is a Nigerian fintech company 
that provides an easy and contact-free 
way to send and receive money and pay 
for stu# with just a few taps. We did 
a product page for their mobile app.

Brand identityWebsite design

Tasks
Copywriting
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 embacyFintech Seampay
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 embacyFintech Chronobank

Chronobank
Chronobank is a big name crypto company from 
Australia with a number of established products 
in the portfolio. We developed a brand identity, drawn 
custom graphics and designed a website.

Website redesignBrand identity

Custom graphics

Tasks
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 embacyFintech Chronobank Layouts
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 embacyFintech PaymentX

PaymentX
Payroll crypto service by Chronobank. It’s been a full-
scale project where we’ve designed everything from 
logo&branding to website and identity.

Tasks
Website redesignLogo Corporate identity

Digital communication
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Fintech PaymentX



HR Tech Selected projects

HR Tech
HR services have moved online quite 
a long time ago.  However, there are still 
a number of emerging HR tech 
companies that o#er new mechanics 
and solutions to the market and most 
of the time they have the same problem 
to be solved - digital communication. 
And it is the thing we help them to deal 
with through web design and branding. 
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 embacyHR Tech LaborX

LaborX
LaborX is a platform that helps 
freelancers find jobs and get paid 
in crypto. We designed website, UI/UX 
and branding.

Tasks
Platform UIBranding Website design
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 embacyHR Tech LaborX Guidelines
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 embacyHR Tech LaborX Web Layouts
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 embacyHR Tech LaborX Dashboard
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 embacyHR Tech VCV

VCV
VCV is a platform where people can 
record a video resume and send it to 
employers to get a job. We made a page 
for their B2C product.

Tasks
Product pageCopywriting

A good example of what we can 
do just for 5 days.!
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 embacyHR Tech VCV Guidelines & Layouts
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 embacyHR Tech Skyeng

Skyeng
Skyeng is the biggest Russian edtech company. 
They approached us for corporate identity and 
UI design for their internal HR platform. Skyeng 
team consists of all-stars thus Stars&Astronauts 
is the best representation of them.

Tasks
Corporate identity HR Platform design
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 embacyHR Tech Skyeng Web Layouts
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 embacyIT & Digital Selected projects

IT & Digital
Like we’ve already said IT&Digital is our 
focus. In such a progressive industry you 
should look modern and be direct with your 
message in the digital domain either its 
product page, landing or company website. 
Over the last 2 years, we’ve built over 70 
websites for that type of companies and we 
know exactly how to go about it.
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 embacyIT & Digital Skolkovo

Skolkovo
Russian largest innovation hub focused 
on the development and commercialisation 
of new technology.  
 
We redesigned the website for them 
and refreshed branding.

Tasks
Copywriting

Digital Branding

Website design
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 embacyIT & Digital Skolkovo Web Layouts
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 embacyIT & Digital Leadly

Leadly
Leadly is multi industry CRM solution 
for tech companies. We made identity, 
graphics and landing page.

Tasks
Graphic elementsCorporate Identity

Website Redesign
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 embacyIT & Digital Leadly Web Layouts
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 embacyIT & Digital Tambua Health

Tambua Health
Tambua Health is a biotech start-up that 
develops a device that listens to your lungs 
and hears if there’s something wrong. They 
came to us for the corporate identity and 
website and we ended up with probably 
the calmest project we'd ever made.

Tasks
Website redesignCorporate identity
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 embacyIT & Digital Tambua Health Web Layouts
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 embacyIT & Digital MTS Norma

MTS Norma
Legal tech service that makes a lawyer’s life 
easier by setting them free from routine. Clean 
product page and Norma Jean character are 
what we did for them.

Tasks
Copywriting Product page
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 embacyIT & Digital MTS Norma Web Layouts
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 embacyCool Stu" Selected projects

Cool Stu#
Sometimes it is important to make 
projects that are not 100% digital. We 
believe that it helps us to see the bigger 
picture and keep up with what’s actually 
going on in web design. Here are some 
examples of how we attempt this 
exercise.
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 embacyCool Stu" Think32

Think32
Think32 is a digital marketing agency that 
provides dentists with top tier marketing 
services. Clean website and trustworthy 
style are what we end up with.

Tasks
Corporate identity Website redesign
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 embacyCool Stu" Think32 Guidelines
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 embacyCool Stu" Think32 Web Layouts
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 embacyCool Stu" EdWay

EdWay
EdWay is an Australian company that 
runs government courses that help 
immigrants to get a work license. 
Website redesign and digital branding 
are two things they came for.

Tasks
Website redesignDigital branding
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 embacyCool Stu" EdWay Web Layouts
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 embacyEmbacy Contact

Contact us

Click here

Wanna work with us? 
Email me at

anton@embacy.ioCo-founder 
Embacy

Anton



Thank you!


